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Technical Data

Project No. 111
Mileage 170 km
Color Guards Red Indischrot
Color Code 2525
Interior Color schwarz
Drive LHD
First Registration 15.04.1973
FIN 9113601164

Price upon request
We will gladly support you with financing and leasing offers

This Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 RS in guards red with black lightweight interior was completely restored in our house.
The vehicle was formerly delivered in Bavaria in April 1973 and the history is conclusively documented and it comes from a third
owner.
The 911 2.7 RS was rebuilt in 1975 with original 3.0 RS and RSR parts and converted to 3.0 RS and was then used successfully at
over 30 racing events in 1977 and 1978 as part of the German Racing Championship DRM.
The historical car pass of that time is available and the vehicle has been street legal to this day.
Today the vehicle is offered with historical registration and a current expert report.

VIN 911 360 1164
Type 911 2.7 Carrera RS
Engine type 911/83
Transmission 915/08

Individual equipment for first delivery:
102 heated rear window
258 headrest left + right
409 Recaro sports seats left + right
419 lap seat belt
440 antenna left with loudspeaker + noise filter
458 fog lights white H3 below the bumper
472 touring
571 rear fog light

Car Description



Description (Cont'd)

  Rear-view mirror on the driver's side

Individual equipment after conversion to M491
3.0 RS widening in steel incl. front and rear bumper
Conversion of the interior to lightweight including Recaro seats and lightweight panels.
Brake and chassis stand 3.0 RSR with long-distance brake ect.
Fuel system conversion to 100l long-distance tank

Please understand that viewing is only possible by appointment - please email: mh@early911s.de or mobile: 0049 172 88 40 640.

We have a fleet of over 400 vehicles.

Errors and changes excepted.


